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GHz Rabi flopping to Rydberg states in hot atomic vapor cells
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We report on the observation of Rabi oscillations to a Rydberg state on a timescale below one
nanosecond in thermal rubidium vapor. We use a bandwidth-limited pulsed excitation and observe
up to 6 full Rabi cycles within a pulse duration of ∼ 4 ns. We find good agreement between the
experiment and numerical simulations based on a surprisingly simple model. This result shows that
fully coherent dynamics with Rydberg states can be achieved even in thermal atomic vapor thus
suggesting small vapor cells as a platform for room temperature quantum devices. Furthermore the
result implies that previous coherent dynamics in single atom Rydberg gates can be accelerated by
three orders of magnitude.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx, 32.80.Ee, 32.80.Rm, 42.50.Gy
The properties of Rydberg atoms are dominated by
very loosely bound electrons moving on large orbits
around a charged nucleus. They can easily be a few thou-
sand times larger in size than ground state atoms. Due to
the weak bond, even small electric fields can induce large
dipole moments and therefore give rise to strong inter-
actions between Rydberg atoms. This in turn leads to
strong optical nonlinearities and collective quantum be-
havior in a frozen ensemble of atoms as e.g. the excitation
blockade into Rydberg states [1–3]. These strong inter-
actions are the basis for various applications of Rydberg
atoms in quantum information processing [4–6] and sens-
ing [7]. Most recently two seminal experiments demon-
strated with the help of the Rydberg blockade first gate
operations between two individually trapped ultracold
atoms [8, 9]. In these experiments the bandwidth of the
coherent optical excitation rate, and by this the time of
the gate operation, has been limited to the MHz scale.
The limit is mainly due to the small spatial overlap be-
tween low lying electronic states and the extended Ryd-
berg states and due to the usage of medium power cw
laser systems. It is of fundamental importance to in-
crease the speed of the coherent excitation to allow for
more complex algorithms during the limited time set by
decoherence processes. One way to overcome this techni-
cal limitation is the use of coherent i.e. bandwidth-limited
pulsed laser systems for the excitation. We show that
Rabi cycles to Rydberg states below one nanosecond are
feasible, resulting in a speedup by three orders of magni-
tude.
For such short evolution times even atoms at room
temperature can be used to observe Rabi flopping to
Rydberg states as they can be considered frozen on this
timescale. This opens up new horizons for room temper-
ature quantum devices based on the ensemble Rydberg
blockade which have been described in various propos-
als [6, 7, 10, 11]. First steps towards the fabrication of
microscopic vapor cells have already been accomplished
[12, 13]. Standard technologies in the production pro-
cess of these cells will allow for full integration of larger
cell arrays [14] and applications e.g. for linear quantum
computing [15] are in reach. From previous work on elec-
tromagnetically induced transparency in thermal vapor
involving Rydberg states, a coherence time limit of a few
10 nanoseconds can be inferred [16, 17] which is due to
transient broadening and wall interactions.
In this letter we report on the observation of Rabi os-
cillations to a Rydberg state in hot atomic vapor. We ac-
complish this by driving the dynamics fast compared to
any decoherence processes. We achieve Rabi cycle times
of ∼500 ps resulting in a coherent phase evolution of up
to 12pi which is limited only by the length of the pulse
used in the experiment. In the following we first briefly
describe the experimental setup and measuring scheme
we used to obtain the oscillation data which is presented
subsequently. The behavior of the oscillations for differ-
ent driving intensities and laser detunings is shown. We
give qualitative arguments for the behavior and compare
with numerical simulations based on a very simple model.
For the following experiments we use a 5mm glass
cell containing rubidium vapor at T ∼ 130 ◦C with
the two stable isotopes occurring at natural abun-
dance (85Rb : 72.2% and 87Rb : 27.8%). The atomic den-
sity was determined by absorption spectroscopy to be
7.4 · 1012 cm−3. We address the Rydberg state in 85Rb
using a two-photon-transition via an intermediate state.
The excitation scheme is 5S1/2 → 5P3/2 → 30S1/2, de-
noted by |1〉, |2〉 and |3〉 in the following (Fig. 1 (a)).
The ground state transition is driven by a cw laser at
∼780 nm. This laser is locked to the center of the Doppler
valley of the 85Rb, 5S1/2, F = 2 → 5P3/2 transition in
order to ensure a large spectral distance from any other
ground state transition (from either isotope). For the up-
per transition to the Rydberg state a bandwidth-limited
laser pulse at ∼ 480 nm is employed. The pulse is cre-
ated with a seeded dye amplifier in four-pass configura-
tion similar to the one described in [18]. The temporal
shape of the pulse is roughly Gaussian with a full width
of ∼2.5 ns at half maximum (Fig. 1 (b), lower half). The
corresponding Rabi frequencies are Ω780 ∼ 2pi · 220MHz
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FIG. 1. Schema of the experiment. (a) The Rydberg
state is addressed with a two-photon-transition via an inter-
mediate state. The laser for the upper transition is pulsed.
(b) Transmission signal of the 780 nm laser (upper half) and
corresponding laser intensities (lower half) as a function of
time. (c) Simplified schematic of the optical setup.
for the cw light and Ω480,peak ∼2pi ·2.2GHz for the max-
imum peak Rabi frequency of the pulse [19]. Note that
all Rabi frequencies are much larger than the decay rate
of any state involved such that the dynamics is not domi-
nated by decay on the relevant timescales. The two laser
beams are overlapped in the vapor cell in almost counter-
propagating (θ = 171.5◦) configuration (Fig. 1 (c)). We
observe the transmission of the 780 nm laser with a fast
photodetector thus probing the coherence between the
lower two levels. In order to avoid averaging over dif-
ferent Rabi frequencies we ensure that only light from a
homogeneously illuminated region of the cell is detected.
We achieve this by selecting an almost homogeneous in-
tensity distribution in the blue beam profile with a cir-
cular pinhole and image it into the cell via 1:1 imaging.
We then cut out a part of the illuminated volume by
use of another 1:1 imaging onto a second pinhole which
resides directly in front of the photodetector. This way
we detect a homogeneously illuminated region also with
respect to the 780 nm laser. This region contains about
3 · 108 atoms.
Both lasers are linearly polarized in the same direction.
Note that due to the large bandwidth of the excitation
dynamics, the hyperfine structure in the 5P3/2 and the
30S1/2 state is not resolved while it is resolved in the
5S1/2 ground state. This means that the typical inhomo-
geneous distribution of matrix elements in narrow band
experiments [20] (e.g. in the MHz range as in cold atom
experiments) is not present here and the medium reduces
in good approximation to a thermal ensemble of driven
three level atoms despite the initial mixture of hyperfine
ground states.
A typical transmission curve we observe (averaged over
5 curves) is plotted in the upper half of fig. 1 (b). Be-
fore the pulse, the atoms represent an effective 2-level-
system (not taking into account the second hyperfine
ground state) and are in a steady state together with
the strongly driving 780 nm light. During the time of the
pulse (depicted by the shaded area), oscillations in the
transmission appear. For a resonant pulse, these oscil-
lations mainly correspond to Rabi flopping between the
intermediate and the Rydberg state. Depending on the
phase of the oscillation at the end of the pulse, a cer-
tain fraction of the occupation remains in the Rydberg
state. Further oscillatory behavior in the time after the
pulse originates from Rabi oscillations between the lower
two states as the remaining 2-level-system is not in equi-
librium immediately after the pulse. Those oscillations
decay quickly and the system returns into a steady state.
We studied the behavior of the system for different
pulsed laser intensities (Fig. 2 (a)). With both lasers
on resonance, we recorded transmission curves for pulsed
laser peak intensities from I480,peak = 0 . . . 21MW/cm
2.
With the corresponding dipole matrix element (taken
from [6]) this translates to Rabi frequencies of Ω480,peak ∼
0 . . . 2pi · 2.3GHz. Each time trace in the figure is an
average of 5 transmission curves. For a 3-level-system
in ladder-configuration with both transitions resonantly
driven, one expects the eigenfrequencies to behave like
Ωeff,res ∝
√
Ω2780 +Ω
2
480. Indeed, points of constant
phase exhibit this square root-like behavior as a function
of pulse intensity.
We have done numerical simulations of a 3-level-system
with a density matrix approach using the Liouville-von
Neumann equation [21]
∂ρˆ
∂t
= − i
h¯
[
Hˆ, ρˆ
]
+ Lˆ(ρˆ)
with the Hamiltonian in the rotating wave approximation
Hˆ = h¯


0 1
2
Ω780 0
1
2
Ω∗780 −∆780 12Ω480(t)
0 1
2
Ω∗480(t) −∆780 −∆480


and the Liouville operator
Lˆ(ρˆ) = Γ12


ρ22 − 12ρ12 0
− 1
2
ρ21 −ρ22 − 12ρ23
0 − 1
2
ρ32 0


+Γ23


0 0 − 1
2
ρ13
0 ρ33 − 12ρ23
− 1
2
ρ31 − 12ρ32 −ρ33


that includes the decay rates Γ12 = 2pi · 6MHz [22] and
Γ23 = 2pi · 8 kHz [23]. The initial conditions are given by
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FIG. 2. Rabi oscillations for different pulse intensi-
ties. (a) Oscillations in the transmission of the 780 nm laser
during the pulse. Both lasers are resonant to their respective
transitions. The beginning of the pulse is at t = 0ns. (b) A
corresponding simulation provides results for Im(ρ21) which is
connected to the absorption. The behavior of the experimen-
tal data is reproduced in excellent agreement. (c) Simulated
Rydberg occupation ρ33. Above the dashed line the dynamics
is dominated by the pulsed laser. All relevant parameters are
described in the text.
the steady state solution (∂ρˆ/∂t = 0) in the absence of
the pulsed laser (Ω480 = 0). We account for the thermal
distribution of the atoms by solving this equation sepa-
rately for each velocity class with the respective Doppler
detunings and weighting the individual results accord-
ingly. The quantity connected to the absorption is the
imaginary part of the coherence of the |1〉 →|2〉 transition
Im(ρ21) (Fig. 2 (b)). For small relative variations pro-
portionality between the transmission and Im(ρ21) can
be assumed. The behavior of Im(ρ21) is found to be in
excellent agreement with the experiment.
While our experimental approach does not allow for
direct observation of the Rydberg population ρ33, this
quantity is accessible in the simulations (Fig. 2 (c)). It
can be seen that the population oscillates at twice the fre-
quency that can be observed in the transmission. This
is expected as the atomic state acquires a phase of pi for
each round trip |2〉 →|3〉 →|2〉. In contrast to Im(ρ21),
ρ33 is not sensitive to phases. Therefore, the evolution of
Im(ρ21) recurs after two round trips, whereas the evolu-
tion of ρ33 recurs after one. The data shows that during
the time of the pulse (∼ 4 ns) we achieved to drive Rabi
cycles with a phase of up to 12pi.
After the pulse, the Rydberg population stays nearly
constant due to the long lifetime of the Rydberg state.
The lifetime is limited by Rydberg - ground state colli-
sions and transient broadening which are not included in
the simulations but expected to be on the order of few
MHz [24]. By adjusting the pulse intensity, the phase
of the oscillation at the end of the pulse can be chosen
conveniently such that a maximum Rydberg population
remains after the pulse. For our experimental parame-
ters, where the experiment was not optimized for high
Rydberg population, we can infer that ρ33 ∼ 35%. This
is, besides thermal velocity distribution, due to the fact
that we start with a steady state, where the intermedi-
ate state population is ∼50%. With a sequence, however,
where also the lower transition is addressed by a pulse,
the limit of 50% does not apply anymore. Impromptu
simulations of simultaneous pulses for both transitions
with Rabi frequencies in the GHz range show that for
pulse lengths of <∼ 1 ns Rydberg occupations of over 90%
can easily be achieved.
Furthermore we investigated the dependence of the
system on the detuning of the pulsed laser. For
these measurements we used a peak pulse intensity of
21MW/cm2. The oscillations observed in the trans-
mitted beam (Fig. 3(a)) are reproduced in very good
agreement by simulations (Fig. 3 (b)). It can be seen
that the oscillations become slower with increasing de-
tuning. This behavior may seem counter-intuitive at
first glance as Rabi oscillations in a 2-level-system scale
like Ωeff ∝
√
Ω2 +∆2, thus get faster with detuning. In
our system, however, the laser pulse induces a dynamic
Autler-Townes splitting between the states |2〉 and |3〉.
Two oscillatory modes occur, one arising from each of
the split lines [25]. For an atom at rest (Fig. 3 (c)) the
two modes (indicated by the black lines of positive and
negative slope, respectively) are symmetric and the high-
est oscillation amplitude can be found for zero pulse de-
tuning. For increasing pulse detuning, one of the split
lines approaches the resonance. The corresponding mode
therefore becomes slower (solid part of the lines) while
the other mode becomes faster (dashed part of the lines).
For atoms with a finite velocity, however, both lasers ap-
pear Doppler shifted such that resonance to one of the
split lines can actually be reached for a certain pulse de-
tuning. Hence, the slower mode becomes more intense
as the pulse detuning approaches this resonance. At the
same time the faster mode becomes more faint. Addition-
ally, the visibility of the faster mode is reduced further
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FIG. 3. Rabi oscillations for different detuning of the
pulse. (a) Oscillations in the transmission of the 780 nm laser
during the pulse. This laser is resonant to the |1〉 →|2〉 transi-
tion. The beginning of the pulse is at t = 0ns. (b) Simulation
of Im(ρ21) which is connected to the absorption. The behavior
agrees very well with the experimental data. (c) Simulated
behavior of Im(ρ21) for the velocity class v = 0 only. The
black lines (both dashed and solid) indicate points of con-
stant phase for the two oscillatory modes that occur.
by the fact that the coupling is varying in time due to the
envelope of the pulse. Averaging over all velocity classes
then yields the observed behavior (Fig. 3 (a), (b)).
In summary, we have found that the observed GHz
Rabi oscillations to a Rydberg state in thermal vapor
show a perfect match with a very simple theoretical
model based on 3 levels only. This is surprising at
first sight as rubidium has a complex hyperfine struc-
ture. However, the large bandwidth of the fast excita-
tion greatly simplifies the situation as compared to slow
dynamics which suffers from a state dependent inhomo-
geneous distribution of coupling strengths to the light
field. This reduces the necessity for initialization of en-
sembles in quantum devices. It also simplifies the physics
of the Rydberg blockade. In future experiments we there-
fore intend to use the observation of coherent dynamics
to demonstrate the Rydberg blockade and the charac-
teristic
√
N -scaling of the collective Rabi frequency in
thermal vapor as has been done in ultracold ensembles
previously [26–28]. We envisage the application of coher-
ent dynamics in Rydberg blockaded thermal ensembles
in the realization of single photon emitters [11] and ab-
sorbers [7].
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